Birthday Cards
Ten of Clubs:
Imaginative Proficiency
Characteristics: An independent character is
the nature of the Ten of Clubs. They behave as
if they are a King or Queen, regardless of their
gender. All of them want total and unfettered
freedom to do what they choose at the time
they choose it. Ten of Clubs women have
masculine mentalities and characters. Coming
full circle, the Ten of Clubs finally arrives at
knowledge. They are still driven in a quest for
more knowledge that makes them highly
successful and strengthens their already
powerful minds. In a profound twist, their mind
is so strong they must determine how to get
back the control of it, because it has developed
almost a life of its own. Loss of sleep is even
sometimes possible for them because their
minds refuse to quiet down. Inspiring groups
and individuals can come into their lives via
spiritual wisdom and interest in spiritual
philosophies. It will increase their quality of life.
Work that is most fulfilling will result from that
which allows them freedom of expression and creativity. Deciding which way to go or
what it is that will truly fulfill them is their greatest challenge. Higher principles, hard
work and honest motives can guide them in a return to self-mastery. Staying busy and
working hard are things they must do. There is an emotional restlessness in their
souls because the Three of Hearts is indecisiveness in terms of their choice of
vocations. This can be a difficult pressure on relationships and restrain them from
attaining their highest goals. They will try many fields of work to find out what truly
satisfies them. The Three of Hearts challenge card also tells us this very clearly.
Either a blessing or curse comes from the Jack of Clubs Karma Card. It depends on
how it is revealed by them. Indirectly, it is the card of the Thief and the Spiritual Initiate
or the Actor. Consequently there is a potential for fame in the arts, or heavy interest in
spiritual subjects and study. Unfortunately using their gifts in a dishonest way is also
possible.
Relationships: Frequently a satisfactory marriage means that they work while their
spouse manages the domestic responsibilities. The ones that do find satisfaction in
marriage manage to maintain their careers while their husbands or wives take care of
the domestic responsibilities. There are emotional difficulties for the female Ten of
Clubs, due to the Queen of Clubs in their Saturn position of their Life Path, making it
difficult to develop any true intimacy with their partners. Their willful nature, together

with their very independent spirit, often excludes marriage and meaningful
relationships. Often the Ten of Clubs cannot pay attention for long in personal
relationships. Frequent change and a desire for variety are things they lean toward.
There is a bit of difficulty in maintaining a long-term relationship because they are so
independent, strong and creative. Shirley MacLaine, Madonna as well as Barbara
Streisand are excellent examples of the Ten of Clubs. For some, it might just be better
to remain single in order to realize their success. Unquestionably though, there is a
deep thirst for love, and love has a kind of truth about it that they must deal with.
Union of one kind or another is what Love always wants more of and this includes
intimacy, which brings more pleasure. Because of this, there is the challenge of
commitment for everyone including the Ten of Clubs. A strong reluctance to make a
choice is either a part of them or of the partner. Most Ten of Clubs, regardless of their
gender, have such a powerful vocational motivation that few sacrifice this in the name
of a personal relationship.
Personality Connections: Other Club women and Ten of Clubs females do not get
along. Most Heart men and Ten of Clubs females have difficulty, although Diamond
males get blessings from these individuals. There is an attraction to powerful men of
high standing for Ten of Clubs women, especially men who are Spades. Women of
their own suit should be avoided by the men because there is a strong likelihood of a
great price or burden.
Confrontations: There are characteristics about the Ten of Clubs that mean they
have an additional restlessness. For example, the Three of Hearts is in Mars and the
Three of Hearts is a Pluto Card. Furthermore, their card resides in the Crown Line of
the Grand Solar. Both in their romantic life and their vocational ambitions, most Ten
of Clubs individuals have a restlessness about them. Tens, it may be recalled, are
much like Aces with the Ace being a One and the Ten being a One with a Zero.

